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Alphonso Lingis
The pair of long, highly decorative feathers of the 
king-of-Saxony bird of paradise are valued as 
decorations both by bowerbirds and by Papuan people.
The selection process by which these feathers evolved 
was carried out by female birds of paradise, not by humans 
or bowerbirds - but all three species find them attractive.1
Courtship
Why does lust demand beauty?
In humans as in other species, the urge to indulge in sexual 
display with concomitant activities is probably to some degree 
innate and is certainly influenced by internal and also 
environmental stimuli and inhibitors. The establishment of 
feudalism in Europe freed the warrior caste from bondage to 
agricultural and craft labor, and their military and police 
obligations became episodic. Their existence became only the 
more public, a display of signals. In order to be effective, 
signals have to be reliable; in order to be reliable, signals have 
to be costly, argue ethologists Amotz and Avishag Zahavi. If 
the signaler could have given the opposite signal and gained 
thereby, the signal that he did give at a loss is credible.2 Their 
display behavior became more and more elaborate.
The knights began to dress in refined fabrics, dyed and 
embroidered linens and silks, decorated with ruffles and lace, 
set off with furs. Unlike the stately and static raiment of the 
monarch, their apparel was designed to be displayed in 
movement - in parades, dances, and tournaments - even 
though both the bulk and the refinement of this apparel 
handicap movement. They contrasted the sleek clinging of 
stockings and leggings and bared chests with billowing
1 J. David Ligon, The Evolution o f Avian Breeding Systems (Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 1999), p.223.
2 Amotz and Avishag Zahavi, The Handicap Principle (Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 1999), p.xv.
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shoulders, flared sleeves, and flowing capes. They grafted 
upon themselves the glittering plumes of rare birds, the 
secret inner nacreous splendors of oysters, the springtime 
gleam of fox fur. At their crotches they sported brocaded and 
jeweled codpieces. They wore helmets of gleaming metal 
adorned with filmy plumes; their boots were embossed 
leather with buckles of silver. They wore jewelry of precious 
metals and precious stones and perfumes made of musks. 
They remained professional warriors and bore arms, but their 
swords were forged of rare metals and the hilts adorned with 
jewels. The fantastically arrayed body was set apart, remote 
from all laborious concerns, ostentatious and alluring.
The knights evolved a specific beauty which is ostentatious, 
spectacular, monstrous - glamourous. It is not the beauty of 
ideal bodies celebrated in classical sculpture, the splendor of 
harmony, proportion, and inner timelessness, that is, 
without internal factors of disequilibrium or change. It is not 
the functional beauty of workman's garb, Mongolian 
herdsman's longcoat, boots, and fur hat, aviators' jackets and 
helmets. The apparel of the knights monstrously enlarges 
and distorts the proportions of body parts, the head, the arms, 
the genitals. Intense and showy colors and intricate 
embroidery and beadwork are displayed. The body is used as a 
frame for the display of the gossamer texture or heavy folds 
of fabrics. While colors, textures, and designs are 
harmonized, they are so in contrasting intensity.
Knights cultivate gallant and ceremonious ways of gesturing 
and moving, marked with statuesque postures and poses. 
They carry on their wrists hooded falcons with gorgeously 
designed and colored plumage. They parade mounted on 
sleek horses with embossed and studded saddles.
Natural cries, shouts, outbursts, murmurs give place to 
vocalizations all of which are to be some measure mimicry: 
whenever he speaks, the male came to speak as a knight, a 
prince, a priest, a peasant, a foreigner, a servant, or a 
supplicant. The knights developed special vocalizations - 
declamations, epic chants, and romantic songs.3
3 A red-eyed vireo in eastern North America sang 22,197 songs in a 
single day. L. de Kiriline, "The Voluble Singers of the Tree-tops', 
Aububon Magazine, 56, pp. 109-11.
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The display behavior of these males is elaborated in 
intersexual selection. Whereas mutual selection leads to the 
most enduring pair bonds but also the greatest similarity, 
intersexual selection consistently promotes the most striking 
contrasts between the sexes in appearance and behavior. 
Human males are on average twenty percent greater in size 
than females, but there is no reason to think that it is natural 
for them to use their greater size and musculature to forcibly 
subdue females for sexual pleasure. Rape is not the norm in 
nature. Elaborate and fantastic courtship behaviors have been 
much documented among jewelfish , whitefish, stickelbacks, 
cichlids, and guppies, among fruit flies, fireflies, cockroaches 
and spiders, among crabs, among mountain sheep, antelopes, 
elk, lions, and sea lions, and among emperor penguins, 
ostriches, pheasants, and hummingbirds. Females are drawn 
to the most imposing and most glamorous males; females 
select their sexual partners. The epigamic characters for 
which knights are selected by females signal their superior 
genetic endowment. They also function as stimuli for sexual 
arousal of the females.4 At the present time, we do not know 
how much a mode of display behavior has been incorporated 
within the central nervous system, ready to be called into 
play by the action of sex hormones which are liberated during 
the maturation of the gonads.5
To multiply one's own genes is the single evolutionary 
imperative. In natural selection, success means success in 
reproduction. Ordinary natural selection and sexual selection 
seem to pull in opposite directions. Ordinary natural 
selection tends to make individuals inconspicuous, 
conservative of energy, and streamlined for more effective
4 Pair-formation having taken place with or without a certain amount 
of display, the posturing of the paired birds has the effect of 
establishing in-phase correlation between them. Chapman says of 
Gould's manakin, 'Whatever be the sexual condition of the female she 
apparently must be courted before she will receive the male.' Similarly 
Bristow, writing of certain spiders, thinks that without prior courtship 
display it is impossible for the female to copulate. Selous reached the 
conclusion that greyhens come to the lek for the definite purpose of 
being aroused sexually, and if the stimulation is not sufficient they 
depart without coition having taken place. Without sex play the 
reproductive cycle of certain frogs, toads, newts, lizards and fish 
apparently cannot be completed. Edward A. Armstrong, Bird Display 
and Behaviour (Dover, New York, 1965), p.34.
5 A.J. Marshall, Bower-Birds (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1964), p.166.
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action. Sexual selection frequently promotes brilliant 
raiment, extravagant adornments, noisy and conspicuous 
behavior, all of which consume a great deal of energy and 
make individual males vulnerable. R. A. Fisher6 described 
this as a runaway process: the only advantage the 
ostentatious males have is the fact that females consider 
them attractive. Since such males pass on the show-off 
character to their offspring, those offspring will show off and 
will be attractive to females too. Thus females lose by having 
offspring who waste resources on showing off.
But the same costly characteristics that attract mates also deter 
rivals of the same sex. Male rivals remain intimidated by the 
same exorbitant display that attracts females. They must see 
in the extravagance of the signal the high costs to the knight, 
and thus his superior vitality.
Armed, bold, ostentatiously exhibiting virile postures and 
vigor, warriors exhibiting a touchy susceptibility and sense of 
honor before other males, the male display counts as a 
display of genetic vigor which promises fit offspring. Females 
then who become entranced by the most lavishly attired 
males, or those who display most dashingly or persistently, 
choose for vigor, perhaps unwittingly. The qualities the 
knights exhibit, however, are not those of a good spouse: 
someone who would cooperate with the female in setting up 
a household, someone with skills in agriculture and craft, 
someone who would cooperate with the female in rearing 
the offspring. The choice thus effectively selects racial vigor 
but not husbandly virtues.
In courtship males and females have conflicting interests. 
The number of offspring a female may have is limited; a 
male has an interest in breeding with a large number of 
high-quality females. In social classes where males provide 
and commit themselves to parenting, they can commit 
themselves to but one female at a time - and the female may 
well have to compromise on quality in order to get a male 
willing to commit with her. But the knights, susceptible of 
going off to war at any time, disengaged from agricultural 
work, are at best intermittent parents. In those circumstances,
6 R.A. Fisher, The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection (New York, 
Dover, 1958).
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a female can be attracted to finding the most superior sperm 
donor she can, even if she has to share his favors with many 
other females.7
The knightly glamour spread to the clergy. For the princes of 
the Church no fabric was too refined, no expenditure of 
jewelry excessive for their vestments. Even plebeian parish 
priests began dressing in florid ceremonial raiment. Shall one 
object that this extension to the clergy of the knightly display 
demonstrates that it was not intrinsically sexual display? That 
would be to ignore the fact that whenever males enter 
contests of display of their individual superiority, females are 
going to be drawn to the most imposing and spectacular ones, 
and many males will find no sexual partner. And throughout 
the feudal period clerical celibacy was honored in practice not 
even by the pope.
The ostentatious splendor of the knights eventually 
produced permission for their female consorts to adorn 
themselves with impractical garb of luxurious fabrics and 
designs. The courtesans were chosen to breed offspring and 
reproduce the genes of the knights, but they were able to 
separate themselves from the burdens of parenting, leaving 
nursing and nurturing to servants.
The display, a courtship of females, is also turned toward 
other males, those friendly and those hostile. Knights 
compete with one another in splendor and also in altruism - 
in rescues, in assistance to the exploited, the weak, in taking 
risks. Their social services are not cases of reciprocal altruism. 
Other than recognition of their superior status, they want 
nothing from those they benefit. Their prestige is the proof 
they give that they have excess energies and resources to 
squander. The benefit of their altruism to the group is but a 
side-effect of their exhibition of power.8
Intrasexual selection determines not only ranking of strength 
and belligerence but also of splendor. Helmets, capes, 
bouffant sleeves and codpieces which enlarge the bulk of the 
body are designed to be intimidating. Many poisonous 
animals have bright coloration that stands out from their
7 Zahavi, The Handicap Principle, p.27.
8 Ibid., p.149.
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surroundings. These bright colors - aposematic coloration - 
advertize boldness and challenge the enemy.
For a threat to be reliable, the signal must increase the danger 
to the threatener - must increase the risk that the threatener 
will be attacked or will be at a disadvantage if attacked.9 The 
knights are warriors. But their contests occur in carousels, 
tournaments, on parade grounds, leks. Their jousts stop short 
of killing or even serious injury. Most warfare is 
psychological warfare.
The knights' strenuous intrasexual competition, coupled 
possibly with polygamy, has resulted in the evolution of the 
remarkable vigor, aggressive temperament, histrionic 
raiment and elaborate display specializations of the knights. It 
is a remarkable fact that the evolution of this astonishingly 
complex and, to some degree, aesthetic reproductive 
mechanism has apparently rendered the knighthood neither 
more nor less numerically successful in reproducing their 
genes than many other quite undistinguished males of the 
immediate environment.10
This seems to supply an obstacle to the biologist's effort to 
understand sexual selection in the context of ordinary natural 
selection - to understand female sexual selection as selection 
of fitness and reproductive success. But is not something else 
evolving also in courtship - so widespread in species from 
fruit flies to hummingbirds and emperor penguins - namely, 
the evolution of individuality and individual attachment? 
'Sexual selection provides our earliest clear examples in the 
animal kingdom of the selection by one individual or 
another for personal qualities such as appearance, behavior, 
and probably other attributes that we fail to recognize', 
Alexander Skutch observed. 'It is an important step in the 
emergence of personality from the level of specific 
uniformity. When mutual, sexual selection leads to lasting 
individual attachments and, ultimately, to friendship and 
conjugal fidelity, thus contributing to moral as well as 
physical beauty.'11
9 Ibid., p.16.
10 Marshall, Bower-Birds, p.27.
11 Alexander F. Skutch, Origins of Nature's Beauty (University of Texas 
Press, Austin, 1992), p.58.
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Male Performance and Female Selection
It remains true nonetheless that wherever courtship exists in 
nature, the extravagances of appearance and behavior evolve 
from female selection of them. However, in the ensuing 
generations of human courtship in the West, display 
behavior has become more and more assigned to females. 
Females then will be selected by males. In addition, the 
adornment has separated from the performer, to stand apart 
as artwork. The stimulatory valance is transferred from the 
courtier to the objects he makes or collects.12 Males compete 
for females no longer with their own body modifications and 
adornment - their own apparel became progressively more 
drab - but with the attractiveness of their collections of 
objects. This has provided the selective pressure for the 
production of art objects with no utilitarian function 
whatever, and for which vast fortunes can be spent.
Recent developments in the 'art world' have reversed this 
evolution. Jackson Pollock marks a first date. More exactly, 
the more than five hundred photographs taken in the 
summer and early fall of 1950 by Hans Namuth in Pollock's 
studio, the black and white movie and the color movie made 
with Paul Falkenberg, of Pollack at work. Jackson Pollock 
held it essential to maintain 'contact' with the canvas. He 
danced over canvases laid horizontally on the floor, dripping 
and pouring paint to create fields of color. The photographs 
and films showed Pollock as a painter caught in the arena of a 
ritualized, yet uncontrolled, brutally direct, and explosive 
creative activity. The vast canvases ceased to be objects 
contained within frames to become environments. They also 
ceased to be spaces for equilibrated compositions that 
displayed carefully selected segments of the world that could 
be appreciated as pictures - representations of independently 
existing things, that is, illusions.
With Pollock in mind, the influential critic Harold 
Rosenberg famously declared in 1952 that 'at a certain 
moment the canvas began to appear to one American painter 
after another as an arena in which to act - rather than as a
12 Armstrong, Bird Display and Behaviour, p.14.
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space in which to reproduce, re-design, analyze or 'express' an 
object, actual or imagined. What was to go on the canvas was 
not a picture but an event.'13 The separation of the artist from 
his object was being reversed; the subject of art increasingly 
became its own making.
As a result of the popularity of Namuth's photographs and 
films of Pollock, the persona of the artist took on a 
dimension greater than his works. The generation of artists 
who worked in the late Sixties and Seventies focused much 
energy on projecting a persona or self-image that could be as 
compelling as Pollock's media image. This was to issue in 
what came to be known as 'performance art', including artists 
who explored persona and self-image as a significant and 
appropriate subject.
The emergence of female performance artists around 1970 
marks a second date. If Jackson Pollock reinscribes the 
extravagances of color and design back on the behavior of the 
performer, nonetheless the canvas remains as an 
exteriorization now of the performer. While Pollock put 
himself in the artwork, Orlan set out to inscribe major 
artworks onto her own face. She created a composite image, 
via morphing computer software, of her face, combined with 
features of females in artworks. Leonardo's Mona Lisa was 
chosen 'because she is not beautiful according to present 
standards of beauty, but because there is some "man" under 
this woman. We now know it to be the self-portrait of 
Leonardo hiding under that of La Gionconda (which brings 
us back to an identity problem).'14 Orlan incorporated the 
forehead and temples of Mona Lisa into the composite image. 
Diana, the goddess of the hunt, was added because she was 
aggressive and did not submit to males. Orlan used the nose 
of an anonymous School of Fontainebleau sculpture of 
Diana. From Gustave Moreau's Europa Orlan appropriated 
the mouth. Europa looked to another continent, permitting 
herself to be carried away into an unknown future. From 
Botticelli's Venus, goddess of love, fertility, and creativity,
13 Harold Rosenberg, 'The American Action Painters', in Tradition of 
the New (Horizon Press, New York, 1959), p.25.
14 Orlan, 'Carnal Art', translated by Tanya Augsburg & Michel A. 
Moos, in Orlan, ceci est mon corps...Ceci est mon logiciel / This is my 
body...This is my software, ed. Duncan McCorguodale (Black Dog 
Publishing, London, 1996), pp.88-9.
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Orlan took the chin. She appropriated the eyes of Francois 
Pascal Simon Gerard's Psyche, because of Psyche's need for 
love and spiritual beauty. She then integrated the composite 
into her own face via ten operations of plastic surgery. She 
has called this transformation a 'woman-woman 
transsexualism.'
Plastic surgery has seemed but a further extension of display 
existence before males which has been in recent centuries 
assigned to females. Involving a confession of natural faults 
in their bodies, it would be done in secret, and ideally 
completely deniable. Orlan, however, chose the features from 
classical artworks to be inscribed on her face because, she 
explains, they corresponded to her inner image of herself. Yet 
it cannot be said that there is no intersexual selection 
involved: these art images of ideal females were produced by 
males, and Orlan says that the Mona Lisa contains a self- 
portrait of Leonardo. But instead of presenting herself for 
male selection, it is she who selects males. And instead of 
cosmetic surgery being an operation where a female puts her 
body under the knife in an act of extreme subjection to male 
aesthetic expectations, Orlan makes of the surgery 
'performance art'. The surgeries are televised to be broadcast 
in selected public places, galleries in Paris, London, New 
York, Montreal, Tokyo. It is her performance: she dresses the 
surgeon and nurses in clothes she has selected designed by 
top Parisian haut couturiers, she determines the colors in 
which the operating room is to be painted, and she remains 
conscious during the whole of a typically six-hour operation 
during which she recites texts chosen from Baudelaire, 
Lautreamont, Blanchot, Lacan, and answers telephone calls 
and faxes. The performance is ostentatious and monstrous. 
As the surgeon inserts the scalpel and cuts through the 
thickness of her face, lifting it from the skull, the flesh 
immediately darkens and swells. For weeks afterward, the 
face remains discolored and swollen; Orlan exhibits daily 
photographs of this in galleries, along with vials of the blood 
shed and fat extracted during the course of the operation. In a 
recent operation she had two ridges inserted monstrously in 
her temples.
Unlike the beauty parades where males complacently watch 
females display for them, these performances shock, repel,
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horrify viewers. Surgery remains akin to butchery, such that 
any surgery is repellent, with the anaesthetized patient spared 
the witness of the violence being done to his or her body. 
Surgery on the face is particularly horrible to watch, since all 
that is most personal and individual in our sense of our 
identity and will is condensed on our face, which the 
surgeons cut loose and now have in their hands. By 
remaining conscious during the entire operation, and 
speaking, Orlan imposes on viewers a shock in which their 
complacency and good pleasure is utterly blocked. In this it is 
quite unlike those performances where the performer is 
denuded and displays himself in some physically degrading 
position - and where the viewer does not watch the spectacle 
without a sadist awakening in him. And Orlan's 
performance summons a new kind of male, a new 
knighthood. In order to be effective, signals have to be 
reliable; in order to be reliable, signals have to be costly, 
ethologists Amotz and Avishag Zahavi have argued.
The songs [of humpback whales] have musical 
structure. They are comprised of four to ten themes 
sung in the same order, and each theme is a unique 
set of musical note sequences - phrases and 
subphrases....Of vast significance for understanding 
musical intelligence is that, when played at high speed, 
whale songs are indistinguishable from bird songs; at 
an intermediate speed, they can be mistaken for 
possible human compositions. Apparently, birds, 
humans, and whales possess a basic musical 
intelligence since they can they can listen to, 
appreciate, create, and sing intricate and beautiful 
music that is executed by each taxon at a 
different tempo.15
Glamour
The sage grouse inhabit the vast plains of northwestern
United States and southern Canada. The cocks are clad in
brown or gray-brown flecked with white, with a black
15 Theodore Xenophon Barber, The Human Nature o f  Birds (St.
Martin’s Press, New York, 1993), p.132.
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foreneck and belly and a white breast. Their eighteen tail 
feathers taper from broad bases to long pointed ends. The 
dark undertail coverts are tipped and spotted with white. The 
females, much smaller in size, are clad in uniformly grayish 
brown plumage, with fine buff and white mottling.
In late February or early March, the cocks gather on 
traditional ceremonial arenas, on open plains or gentle slopes 
covered with short grass surrounded by sparse, low 
sagebrush.16 They come there from as far as a hundred miles 
away. The arena is long and narrow; it may be as large as a 
half mile long and two hundred yards wide. Up to four 
hundred cocks come to perform there. The performances are 
held each day in the late afternoon. The performers position 
themselves thirty feet apart, and dance over an area of from 
sixteen to twenty square yards. As the new moon rises higher 
in the sky at nightfall, more and more cocks remain on the 
display ground, dancing, and challenging rivals in the middle 
of the night.
The dancer draws himself upright, erects his tail with the 
attenuated feathers spread out and widely separated, rather 
like the plumed shealths used in the great samba 
competitions in carnival in Rio de Janeiro. He raises his 
wings at the base and bends them sharply downward at the 
wrist, the tips of the longest primaries often touching the 
ground. He gradually raises his back, so that in the second 
movement his back is held at a forty-five-degree angle from 
the ground. The anterior neck feathers then suddenly part, 
exposing two olive green skin patches. The dance is stately 
with the strutting postures and movements of flamenco. The 
third movement begins as the performer opens his mouth to 
apparently take a breath. But instead he fills his air sac, an 
expansion of his esophagus, until it swells out hugely with 
four or five liters of air, spreading the stiff white feathers of 
his breast until they cover the whole front of his body and 
hide his head. In the midst of this white expanse appear two 
egg-shaped patches of yellowish bare skin. He then lifts the 
pendent esophageal bag and the skin patches disappear; he 
takes another step forward and quickly draws his folded 
wings across the stiffened feathers at the side of his neck as it
16 Skutch, Origins o f  Nature’s Beauty, pp.62-7.
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is jerked upwards, producing a brushing sound. In the fourth 
movement his mouth is shut, he moves his wings forward 
again, and lowers his esophageal bag. In the fifth movement 
he again swells out his neck, exposing the oval skin patches a 
second time but again not greatly inflated, and makes a 
second although silent backward stroke of his wings. In the 
sixth movement he takes a third step forward, he moves his 
wings forward again, the skin patches are somewhat more 
fully expanded, and the esophageal bag begins to move 
upward again. In the seventh movement he extends his neck 
diagonally as the esophageal bag is strongly raised, nearly 
hiding his head, and he again rubs his wings against his 
breast feathers as they make their third backward stroke. In 
the eighth movement he withdraws his head into his erected 
neck feathers, the esophageal bag bounces downward, and the 
inflated bare skin patches form large oval bulges, while he 
moves his wings forward and back a fourth time. In the 
ninth movement he quickly withdraws his head into his 
neck feathers so that it becomes completely concealed, 
compressing the esophageal bag so greatly that the skin 
patches bulge strongly outward in the shape of hemispheres, 
and his wings complete a fifth backward stroke. He now 
suddenly releases the pressure on the trapped air in his 
esophagus, and moves his head upwards toward a normal 
position. The expulsion of the air produces two explosive 
sounds that can be heard a mile away on a still evening. In 
the tenth and final movement he returns his head to the 
original starting position, his white neck feathers close over 
the bare skin areas, and he returns to the stance assumed at 
the beginning of the display.17 The dance is extremely 
strenuous, and uses up the energy at the typical maximum 
rate sustainable by homeotherms. This is the classic dance. In 
the movements both held and abruptly changed and in the 
explosive vocalizations, it is strikingly reminiscent of 
Japanese kabuki theater. Individual performers, however, 
give their own style to it, and vary the steps. There are also 
different traditions in different arenas. For example, the 
explosive contraction of the air sacs is done twice in the 
classical dance; eight times in Gunnison County, Colorado.
17 Paul A. Johnsgard, Grouse and Quails o f  North America 
(University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, 1973), pp.169-171.
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For several weeks the performers dance before one another, 
and gradually rank themselves. Top performers accompany 
their dances with combats, themselves the stylized 
movements of a martial art. A challenger runs toward 
another with gutteral, menacing cries. Often only a few wing 
blows are exchanged. If the opponents are more evenly 
matched, they stand side by side, head to tail, a foot or more 
apart. With body, wings, and tail quivering with excitement, 
they rapidly repeat the guttural challenge. Suddenly, one 
lashes out with a wing at the other, who may dodge or parry 
the blow and strike back in turn. Rarely, one seizes with his 
bill the top of the other's head and holds him while 
thrashing him loudly with a wing, despite his struggles to 
escape. More often, before the fight escalates to this extreme, 
one of the contestants slowly backs away after the exchange of 
a few blows.
The center of the arena is the place of greatest prestige, and 
eventually the most magnificent performer occupies it. His 
chief rival will occupy an adjacent square, and three to six 
other splendid performers will circle these two, their guard.
Hens first appear at the arena two or three weeks later. They 
come by air, but land to then walk into the arena. As they 
stroll through the four hundred assembled dancers, they 
pause near a dancer whose performance impresses them. 
Over the course of days they gravitate to the master cock, who 
may thus have fifty to seventy hens watching his 
performance. What is admired is the performer with the best 
and also most intense and most frequent dances. Aficionados 
admire particularly a certain vocalization and a certain pause 
within it, which accompany a particular movement in the 
dance. Evidently, only the most accomplished performers can 
achieve this particular combination within the strenuous 
choreography of the dance.18 The hens award their sexual 
favors to the most admired performers. Of the four hundred 
performers on one arena that was carefully observed, four 
master performers won the favor of seventy-four percent of 
the women. All the other cocks, performing from late 
February through mid-June, get no one at all.
18 Zahavi, The Handicap Principle, p.34.
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Once a hen has chosen her lover, and made love with him, 
she goes off to make a nest, incubate some sixteen eggs, and 
rear the offspring - all by herself. The cocks do not 
acknowledge their paternity, and do not assist her in any way. 
They are full-time professional performers. One can think 
that the performing artists have the glorious life, quite freed 
from domestic labor. Indeed. How did it come about that boys 
so predominate among births? One census-taker counted 
three hundred sage grouse cocks to eighty hens.19
We noted above that the astonishingly complex and aesthetic 
reproductive mechanism of their courtship behaviors has 
apparently rendered the knighthood neither more nor less 
numerically successful in reproducing their genes than many 
other quite undistinguished males of the immediate 
environment. The courtship practices of sage grouse, which 
occupy even far more of their actual lives, results in the vast 
majority of them not reproducing their genes at all.
Georges Bataille emphasized the excesses built up and 
released in this kind of art. Erotic beauty is excessive, 
excessive in flamboyant colors, in monstrous forms.20 
Peculiar adornments are thrust into prominence: crests, 
wattles, ruffs, collars, tippets, trains, spurs, excrescences on 
wings and bills, tinted mouths, tails of weird or exquisite 
form, bladders, highly colored patches of bare skin, elongated 
plumes, brightly hued feet and legs. Attitudes and 
movements tend to be odd, exaggerated, or unwonted. The 
display is nearly always beautiful; it is always striking.21 
Discharge of excessive energies and forms, it is orgasmic. It 
must be contrasted with the organic beauty, built on 
functional harmony, which appears as an exterior exhibition 
of the inner drives of an organism. The excessive beauty of 
glamor is itself a transgression of norms, and invites 
transgression. It invites the excesses of orgasmic violence and 
violation.
19 Another observer found that of 204 hummingbirds of ten species, 
166 were males and but 38 females.
20 Georges Bataille, Erotism, translated by Mary Dalwood (City 
Lights, San Francisco, 1986), pp. 142-6.
21 Armstrong, Bird Display and Behaviour, p.305.
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But Bataille's conception of transgression posits a 
polarization between a beauty that is essentially ethereal, 
sacred, and the sexual violence that is invited and aroused 
which Bataille conceives as profanation, and defilement, 
befoulment. The crest, the tail ending in points, and the silky 
plumage are impractical, the designs on the raiment 
completely ignore the segmentation of physiological 
functions on the body. But this raiment both covers over and 
suggests the sexual organs. The performance maintains 
tension between the glamorous external display, held at a 
distance and apart, and the organs of sexual contact and 
interpenetration. It is this tension that excites the onlooker 
and tempts the transgression. There is female repugnance 
before the crouching position with which she exposes herself 
to copulation, but also a vertiginous attraction to it. Yielding 
to the male who is physically larger and stronger, but also 
chosen for his aggressive splendor 'invites', Marguerite Duras 
writes, 'strangling, rape, ill-treatment, insults, cries of hatred, 
unleashing of whole, deadly, passions.'22 But his beauty 
which holds back and holds him back invites the vertigo of 
submission to him. The orgasmic ecstasy ends in a muck of 
steamy breath, vaginal fluids, semen, and blood.
Bataille's conception of erotic transgression depends too 
much on the decomposition of the body in orgasm, its release 
of fluids and energies which leaves the orgasmic bodies 
depleted and exhausted.23 Yet there must indeed be 
something repugnant about copulation, or instant and 
promiscuous gratification would never have given rise to the 
excesses of glamour.
Bataille also does not give enough attention to the dangers to 
which an individual who displays exposes himself. Not for 
nothing are the hens clad in camouflage colors. Annual 
mortality of adult sage grouse cocks runs about fifty percent.24 
Is it not the danger and the excitement of exposing oneself to 
such danger that maintains the tension that invites 
transgression?
22 Margeurite Duras, La maladie de la mort (Ed.de Minuit, Paris, 1982),
P-21.
23 Bataille, Erotism, pp.144-45.
24 Ligon, The Evolution o f Avian Breeding Systems, p.390.
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Bataille's conception is marked with the biases of his time 
and his gender. Although it is he who explained that 
glamour in Europe was invented by the knights, he 
envisions it primarily in women, and assumes it exists for 
male appreciation. He neglects the intrasexual rivalry in 
which it develops. He also neglects the autoerotic character of 
erotic beauty. The great majority of cock sage grouse, 
assembling at the arena year after year, receive the sexual 
favors of no one. And the performer who makes himself into 
a spectacle is somehow - through means that psychology has 
not to this day elucidated - a spectacle before himself: he 
knows how glamorous he is. In performing for several weeks 
before other cocks, he knows that the center of the arena is 
his - or is not his. His splendor is his pleasure, and his life.
Performance Art and Installations
In the eastern forests of Australia perform the satin 
bowerbirds. His black plumage glistens with tints of violet, 
purple, and blue. The dull green female has dark crescentic 
marks on her creamy yellow underparts. Both have bright 
blue eyes. He clears a patch of ground of every tiny twig, stem, 
leaf, and root. It will be a hundred yards from any other 
male's chosen site. He then covers the cleared area with a 
mat of coarse grasses and twigs. At one side of it he builds an 
avenue of vertical twigs - a passageway about 5 inches wide 
with a wall of twigs down either side. The avenue is set in a 
north-south direction. The parallel walls are about 12 inches 
high and 4 inches thick, arranged to arch over into a bower. 
On the display stage in front of the northern entrance of the 
avenue, the performer then places a collection of objets d'art. 
He travels far and wide to bring back blue parrot feathers, 
blue flowers, blue berries, blue beetles, fragments of blue 
glass, pieces of blue crockery, blue buttons. These decorative 
objects are laid out in the display area; not one blue object can 
stray inside the bower. Every day he runs a careful check on 
his collected objects. If any have lost their color during the 
night, flowers wilted or berries shriveled, they are discarded 
on a garbage dump, far from the stage.
When Morrison-Scott showed 340 shades of colored objects to 
satin bowerbirds, he found that their absolute preference was 
for cornflower-blue and lemon-yellow. One satin bowerbird
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had put in his display patio seventeen blue feathers, 
thirty-four pieces of blue glass, eight blue bags, ten pieces of 
blue matchboxes, one blue State Express cigarette packet, one 
blue envelope, one piece of blue string, one blue marble, one 
car park ticket white with blue printing, four blue chocolate 
papers, a blue invitation card, eight yellowish wood shavings, 
two pieces of yellowish green onion peel, eight snail shells, 
one cocoon, six cicada cases, numbers of blue and yellowish 
green flowers, and a very large number of yellowish green 
leaves, mostly the stiff serrated leaves of the banksia.
The satin bowerbird paints the inside walls of his bower. He 
searches out blue berries, plums, green liverworts, or 
charcoal. He grinds the material and mixes it with his saliva. 
He works a small piece of bark into a soft sponge-like wedge 
that he holds in his bill. He wipes his brush over the surfaces 
of the inner walls. He will cover them entirely with a thick 
shiny paint. Any strong rain washes it away and he may have 
to repaint almost every day.
Satin bowerbirds build their bowers beginning in May; hens 
begin to visit them but there will be no mating until October 
and November. When an individual in female plumage 
visits a bower, the owner often emits a volley of harsh notes 
and flings his display things around as though he were angry. 
His bower is his most precious possession; he attends it 
devotedly, keeping it in good repair, often flying far for items 
to adorn it; he guards it from intruders who might carry off 
his treasures or harm it; understandably, he is wary of 
visitors. So he begins his courtship blustering, while the 
female, prudently keeping the bower walls between herself 
and him, waits passively until he calms down, which may 
take many minutes.
The performance is scheduled for dawn. The first and most 
extensive part - three quarters of the total performance time - 
is an extensive concert of vocalizations, performed while the 
singer is hidden from view behind a small tree. At times he 
seems to pour harmony from his very soul. But from his 
concealment he also imitates the calls of the kookaburra 
(only the first two bars), the butcher bird, the grating cries of 
the white cockatoo; the screeching of the black cockatoo is 
done with virtuosity. The cries of the crow-shrike and the
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magpie are mimicked perfectly, and the peculiar grunt of the 
native bear is true to nature. Spotted bower birds imitate the 
cries or calls of eagles, hawks, butcher birds, magpies and 
notably the wail of a domestic cat. One spotted bower bird 
precisely mimicked the sound created by sheep scrambling 
through a wire fence. The toothbilled catbird achieves a high 
standard of vocal mimicry reproducing with startling 
exactness the notes of many birds of the tropics, but his 
masterpiece of vocal conjuring is the imitating of the 
whirring of a cicada when held by a bird. Another striking 
reproduction is the distressed croak of a frog when caught by 
a snake.25
Then the singer suddenly pops into view to begin the 
performance piece. A female who comes to watch stands 
inside the bower. He positions himself on his display arena 
and carefully selects one of his colored objects. Picking it up 
in his bill he starts to make a strange whirring noise. Then 
with his blue eyes bulging, he fans his tail feathers and starts 
to flick his tail and his wings in short sharp movements, his 
head held low with his neck stretched out. His movements 
seem threatening and, as he shifts the position of his body, 
his plumage shimmers and glistens in the dappled sunlight. 
Although the female occasionally gurgles softly and 
sometimes gives a small start when his actions are 
particularly forceful, his actions are not directed towards her. 
As he leaps and hops stiffly about his display arena, picking 
up first this and then that object in his bill, he ignores her 
and concentrates on the colored articles he has collected so 
painstakingly. And yet if she suddenly departs, he stops 
displaying immediately and starts calling to her until she 
returns.
Lauterbach's bowerbird weaves thousands of small pebbles 
into the walls of his avenues, and also builds transverse walls 
on each end of his avenue. He collects red and pale grey 
objects, placing them in separate areas inside his bower. The 
fawn-breasted bowerbird collects pale green berries and places 
them directly in front of the bower and also on the inner 
walls. The great grey bowerbird places a huge pile of white
25 Tom Iredale, Birds of Paradise and Bower Birds (Georgian House, 
Melbourne, 1950).
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objects directly in front of the avenue and pale green objects 
on either side of the white ones.
The display stage of one artist was found to contain over a 
thousand small white bones, and also white pebbles and 
stones, and white snail-shells. When he can collect pieces of 
green glass, these are laid out at the bower entrance and 
inside the bower. But individual bowerbirds can have very 
different preferences for colors.26
In the gardener bowerbirds, the elaboration of the bower 
reaches its highest artistic expression. The Queensland 
gardener, himself but nine and a half inches long, builds twin 
pyramidal constructions up to nine feet high with a bridge 
connecting them, and decorates the inner walls with pale 
moss, lichens, ferns, flowers, and bunches of berries. The 
flowers are all placed upright. W. S. Day turned one of the 
bird's orchids upside down. Upon his return, the bird made a 
great fuss and noise, and replaced the flower in its proper 
position. Day repeated the operation the next day, and the 
flower was again placed upright. The Striped Gardener packs 
twigs with moss about the trunk of a sapling. About this 
'maypole', he constructs a dome-shaped pavilion two or 
three feet in diameter. The pavilion is cemented waterproof, 
and covered with living orchids. On its floor, covered with a 
mat made of blackish fibers from the trunks of tree ferns, he 
arranges bright yellow flowers, many scarlet and bright blue 
berries, yellowish green leaves, and mauve-colored beetles. 
The Vogelkop bowerbird builds a dome-shaped pavilion 
eight feet long, and six feet wide and four and a half feet high. 
In front of the pavilion there is a garden of moss, upon 
which flowers and fruits are placed. S. Dillon Ripley dropped 
on this garden a pinkish begonia, small yellow flowers, and a 
pretty red orchid. Upon his return the owner promptly threw 
aside the yellow flowers. 'After some hesitation and a good
20 By use of poker chips, Jared Diamond experimentally confirmed 
individual variation in their preference of colors of decorative items. 
Provided with poker chips of a variety of colors, different individuals 
within a population varied in their selection criteria and in the way 
they arranged the chips chosen to decorate their bowers. Decorating 
decisions involved trials and changes of mind. Jared Diamond, 
'Evolution of bowerbird's bowers: animal origins of an aesthetic 
sense', Nature, 297, pp.99-102; and 'Animal art: variation in bower 
decorating style among male bowerbirds, Amblyomis inomatus'. 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, USA, 88, pp.177-204.
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many nods and looks and flicks of the tail', the begonia was 
also cast away. Perplexed by the red orchid blossom, the 
gardener took it from one of his piles of fruits or flowers to 
another, trying to find one that it matched. Finally, with 
many flourishes, he laid it on top of some pink flowers.
Bowerbirds do not become sexually mature until about six 
years. During their long adolescence, they spend much time 
watching adults at their bowers. Their own earliest 
constructions are rudimentary, and only by much practice do 
they become proficient in building and decorating their 
bowers.
Birds building bowers regularly spy on one another, but do 
not fight one another. They do, however, steal objects from 
one another's collections, and actively wreck the bowers of 
rivals during their absence.
Female bowerbirds visit all the bowers in the area, and end 
up selecting the best-constructed and best-decorated bower. 
They especially prize novel and unusual decorative objects 
in the collections. They are also partial to singers with 
superior creative mimicry interwoven in their songs.
After making love with their chosen top performer, a 
female leaves, does all the work of building a nest, 
incubating eggs, and feeding the offspring with no attention 
whatever on the part of the father. The nests are shallow 
bowls built high in trees. Since she has to do all the feeding, 
she lays but one or two eggs. The fathers continue to tend to 
their bowers, embellish them, and vocalize and dance in 
them for months after. When the young are raised, the 
males leave their bowers, and collect in gregarious flocks, 
until the next theater season.
While I have ascribed a utilitarian basis for each of 
the behavioural phenoma discussed, I see no 
reason, provisionally, to deny that bowerbirds 
possess an aesthetic sense, [A.J. Marshall writes] 
although it must be emphasized, we have as yet 
no concrete proof that such is the case. Some 
bower-birds certainly select for their displays 
objects that are beautiful to us. Further, they
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discard flowers when they fade, fruit when it 
decays, and feathers when they become bedraggled 
and discoloured. But, it must be remembered, 
however beautiful such articles may be, they are 
still probably selected compulsively in obedience 
to the birds' heredity and physiology....The 
choices, in the species we know best, are 
mecdhanical; and so, seemingly, are the other 
bizarre activities which have excited so much 
imaginative writing in the past....It would, of 
course, be unthinkable to suggest that bower- 
birds... do not get pleasure from the vocal, 
architectural, and other activities they perform, 
but whether such pleasure has much in common 
with that of Man, engaged in comparable pursuits, 
has yet to be proved.27
With these words, A.J. Marshall posits a finality beyond the 
pleasure bowerbirds get from their vocal and architectural 
activities; the imperative to reproduce their genes. Marshall 
joins all those who seek to reduce Darwin's sexual selection 
to natural selection. What remains puzzling is that the 
achievement of this imperative is not reinforced with 
pleasure: the bowerbirds do not visit the nests the females 
make and take pleasure in seeing their offspring. But then 
there is not, in a human, a knight or Jackson Pollock, who 
unquestionably takes pleasure in mating with a large 
number of different females if only they are beautiful, a 
conscious pleasure at anticipating seeing sons and daughters 
who look like himself when he later drives through 
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Kansas City, Boulder, Los Angeles, 
and Tokyo. Is then aesthetic pleasure a pleasure that is 
systematically deceived about itself? Indeed, why does lust 
demand beauty?
27 Marsahll, Bower-Birds, pp. 185-6.
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